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Abstract

impossible with PMTs, because of their size and geometry,
and only crystal end readout is possible.
Solid state photodetectors, such as silicon PIN
We are exploring the possibility of using PIN
photodiodes to readout the scintillation crystals used in photodiodes (PDs) have the advantage of compactness.
Positron Emission Tomography (PET) detector designs. Solid Scintillation crystal readout schemes not available to PMTs
state photodetectors typically have a lower signal to noise ratio because of their bulkiness, are readily available to PDs. For
than photomultiplier tubes (PMTs). However, they have the example, the side faces of long and narrow crystals in an array
advantage of compactness, and, thus, scintillation crystal can be readout using PDs, pirovided the PDs are thin enough to
readout schemes not available to PMTs because of their size insert in between crystal planes without an unusual incrcase in
and geometry limitations, are readily available to photodiodes. dead area. PDs have other advantages over PMTs such as
With current PET detector designs, only a small fraction of the higher quantum efficiency and lower cost. However, as
available scintillation light created from 5 11 keV gamma ray devices, PDs have a lower SNR than photomultiplier tubes
interactions within the crystal is collected. Scintillation light (PMTs) due to capacitive noise and dark current. Others [7-171
collection studies were performed for several crystal geometries have proposed using arrays of PDs and avalanche photodiodes
and surface treatments using both simulations and (APDs) to readout crystal arrays in PET. Scintillation light
measurements. In this report, we present a feasible photodiode collection studies were performed for several crystal geometries
readout scheme that allows greater than 90% of the available and surface treatments using both simulations and
scintillation light created in either BGO or LSO scintillation measurements. In this report, we present a feasible
crystals to be collected by the photodetector.
This scintillation crystal room temperature photodiode readout
improvement in light collection with the photodiode readout schemc that allows greater than 90% of the available
somcwhat compensates for its lower inherent signal to noise scintillation light created in either BGO or LSO lo be collected
ratios and makes it feasible for use in PET. In addition, a by the photodetector. This improvement in light collection
coincident timing spectrum resolution of 3.5 ns FWHM was with the photodiode readout somewhat compensates for its
measured using small crystals of LSO, one coupled to a lower inherent SNR and makes it feasible for use in PET. We
demonstrate that the proposed scheme has sufficient SNR
photodiode, the other to a PMT.
required for PET.

I. INTRODUCTION

11. h4ETHODS

In current Nuclear Medicine scintillation camera
Readout Scheme
instrumentation, photomultiplier tubes (PMT) are used for A. Potential Photodiod<e
scintillation light readout. These devices have the advantages
Figure 1 depicts a potential photodiode readout scheme
of high gain and signal-noise-ratios (SNR). However, for scintillation crystal arrays used in PET. Readout of the
disadvantages of the PMT are the bulkiness and the cost. In side face of a long and nairrow crystal has the advantage of
most Positron Emission Tomography (PET) detector designs collecting a larger fraction of the scintillation light created in a
described in the literature, arrays of long and narrow discrete or crystal by a 51 1 keV gamma ray interaction compared to the
pseudo-discrete BGO or LSO scintillation crystals are coupled standard end face readout. 'The amount of light collected from
either one to one to PMTs [l-31 or to four PMTs [4-61, long and narrow crystals depends highly on the number of
respectively. Various reflectors and surface treatments are used interactions the optical photons have with the crystal surfaces
to channel the light towards the small end faces of the crystals before collection. This number of interactions varies as the
where the light is readout. The fraction of the available length of the crystal divided by the cross-sectional area.
scintillation light collected from a 5 11 keV interaction within Because of this fact, for long, narrow crystals used in PET
a given crystal generally decreases as the ratio of the crystal detector arrays, the optimal readout (least reflections before
length to cross-sectional area increases. T h ~ dependence
s
is due readout) would be from the sides rather than small ends of the
to the increased number of reflections scintillation photons crystals. Thin (<250pm) l-D arrays of room temperature PD
encounter within longer and narrower crystals. In addition, if strips could accomplish this side readout. These PD arrays
the side faces of these long and thin crystals are not highly could easily fit in between crystal planes without introducing
polished, there is less chance that a scintillation photon will any more dead area than thai already present in current designs
undergo total internal reflection, further diminishing the light which have -250-400pm of white reflector material between
yield. The result is that in current PET detector designs, only crystals. The PD cannot be made with too thin a depletion
a small fraction of the scintillation light available from 511 region since this would imply large terminal capacitance and,
keV interactions within the crystal is collected. Ideally, it therefore, hgher noise. This type of readout scheme would be
would be best to readout long and narrow scintillation crystals unavailable to multi-channel PMT designs. The photodiodes
from all sides or at least from the largest side faces. However, would be readout with an ASIC array of miniature low noise
for compact scintillation crystal arrays, this ideal readout is charge sensitive preamplifiers built directly under the array.
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Two Crystal Planes
From Imaging Array

Hamamatsu S3588 (3 x 30 mm2 active area). Typical dark
current specifications of this PD range from 3-10 nA at room
temperature . The PD was biased with -70 V and readout with
an ORTEC 142A charge sensitive preamplifier and amplified
and shaped with a CANBERRA 2021 (shaping time: 250 ns
and 1 ps for LSO and BGO, respectively). A 22Na (51 1 keV)
gamma ray source was used for the measurements. Two sizes
of LSO crystals (2x2~10"~ and 2.5x2.5x20mm3, both
highly polished on all sides) and four sizes of BGO crystals
(1.5x1.5x10mm3, sides and one end ground, the other end
"pseudo-polished", 2x2x10mm3, sides and ends polished,
2x2x20mm3, sides and ends "pseudo-polished", and
2x2x30mm3, sides and ends "pseudo-polished")were used, each
coupled via optical grease to the PD. The sides of the crystals
not in contact with the PD were wrapped in white Teflon as a
reflector. Measured results were compared to those obtained by
simulations.
Coincidence timing spectra were measured using the
2 . 5 ~ 2 . 5 ~ 2 0 " ~LSO crystal coupled to the PD and a
4 x 4 ~ 1 0 " ~ LSO crystal coupled to an RCA C31024 PMT.
Preamplification for the PMT was achieved with the ORTEC
9301. Both the PD and PMT channels were filtered with the
Thin 1 -D Arrays of Photodiodew Electronic
ORTEC 579 Timing Filter Amplifier and the timing was
Leads
Strips Fit Between
picked off with an ORTEC 935 Quad Constant Fraction
Discriminator (CFD). The CFD threshold was set above the
Crystal Planes
Figure 1. Schematic of a potential photodiode readout of a noise level in both channels. The PMT channel served as a
scintillation cr stal array (only two crystal planes shown). The start for the TENELEC TC863 Time to Amplitude Converter
thickness of 1-6array of hotodiode stri s can be made < 250~m (TAC) and the PD channel provided the stop. A delay
to minimize the dead area %etween crystaPplanes.
(ORTEC 425) positioned the timing spectra on the digitized
TAC
value axis.
B. Monte Carlo Simulations

Scint iIla ti on
Cryst a Is

111. RESULTS
Optical photon tracking Monte Carlo simulations were
performed with DETECT [ 181 to determine light output
characteristics of BGO and LSO scintillation crystals for A. Simulations
various readout conditions. We assume that a gamma ray
interaction will create a point source of light. A 2x2 mm3
(high resolution) cross-sectional crystal area was used for these
studies. We use a diffuse, 98% reflective surface on the crystal
faces not connected to the photodetector. Since we are
interested only in relative light collection values, we assumed
a photodetector quantum efficiency of 100%. The average
fraction of available scintillation light collected for side vs. end
face readout of a scintillation crystal was determined as a
function of its length. We determine this average by
weighting the calculated fraction of collected light for a given
interaction point within a crystal with the gamma ray
interaction probability of that location. The 511 keV
absorption lengths used for LSO and BGO are 11.3 and 10.6
mm, respectively. The study was performed for both ground
as well as polished crystal faces. We do this because in
practice it is not always possible to have highly polished
crystal faces. Ground side faces will further diminish the
fraction of the available scintillation light collected when
Readout! 2 x 2 ~ 1 0mm3
2 x 2 ~ 2 0mm3
using readout of the end face of a crystal. This decrease will be
Surfaces
U0 BGO
LSO
BGO
magnified for longer and narrower crystals.
End/
61.9
63.8
55.3
53.1
Polished

1

1

C. Experimental Measurements

To demonstrate that the PD readout scheme has sufficient
SNR for PET, energy spectra measurements were performed
with both a PD and a PMT, for comparison. The PD was a
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In Table 1, we see that the light collection fraction is
6oo
500 v
relatively insensitive to crystal length and surface treatment
when readout from the side. In addition, for a series of
simulations performed with narrower (< 2mm wide) crystals
and side readout, we saw the light collected was fairly
independent of crystal width. Thus, side readout opens the
possibility of reducing the width of the crystals below 2 mm
(and, thus, improving intrinsic resolution) while still
collecting a high fraction of the available scintillation light.
Using end readout, however, the predicted light collection
strongly depends on the crystal length, width and surfaces.
0
From the table we also see the clear improvement in the
amount of scintillation light collected for side compared to end
readout. The improvement is huge when the crystal is ground
("lossy") and significant even when the crystal surface is
perfectly specular. The improvement is also greater for longer
crystals, due to the larger number of reflections photons
undergo before exiting a crystal end compared to side face. For
perfectly polished crystals (the ideal case), the predicted
improvement of side over end readout of the scintillation light
is roughly 45,64 and 83% for the 2x2~10"~ , 2x2x20mm3,
2 x 2 ~ 3 0 " ~ size LSO crystals, respectively, and 37, 67 and
98 % for the 2x2x10mm3, 2x2x20mm3, 2 x 2 ~ 3 0 " ~ size
0
BGO crystals, respectively. For narrower crystal widths
simulated, these differences were larger.
The large advantage of side over end readout becomes
most evident for less polished crystals. For 2x2x10mm3,
2x2x20mm3, and the 2x2~30"~ size ground crystals, the w 2000
predicted improvement in light collected for side over end B
1500
readout is, respectively, 48, 120 and 272% for LSO, and 67,
167, and 336% for BGO. These results are important since in
1000
reality it is not easy to obtain a large quantity of perfectly
500
polished crystals and the difference in light collected between
the two surface treatments is not significant for side readout of
n
the scintillation light. For all crystal lengths and widths
0
studied, with side readout, the fraction of available light
collected was greater than 88% (83%) for highly polished
(ground) crystal surfaces. In practice, this side readout scheme
of a scintillation crystal array can only be realized with the
compactness of a thin solid state detector.
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B. Measurements
To demonstrate that the PD readout scheme proposed has
sufficient SNR for PET, the important comparison to make is
between energy measurements performed with scintillation
crystals readout from the side face with a PD and from the end
face with a PMT. Figure 2 shows this comparison for the
2x2~10"~ and 2 . 5 ~ 2 . 5 ~ 2 0 " ~sizes of LSO crystals (large
graphs), and for the 1.5x1.5x10mm3, 2x2x10mm3,
2x2x20mm3, and 2x2~30"~ sizes of BGO (small graphs).
The spectroscopy amplifier gain used for the PMT data was
approximately twice that used for the PD. To facilitate
comparisons, all PD spectra presented have the same gain and
ADC channel scale on the plots. The same is true for all
PMT spectra. The measured energy resolution of the 5 11 keV
photopeak from 22Na was 24% FWHM for both the PD side
and PMT end readout using the 2x2x10mm3 LSO crystal. For
the 2.5x2.5x20mm3 LSO crystal, the corresponding values
were 23% for the PD and 21% for the PMT. For the LSO
measurements, even though the PMT gain is higher and the
dark current is lower than for the PD, with PMT end face
readout of the crystal, there is no

Figure 2. Comparison between cr stal side face readout with a
ehotodiode and end face reaciout w i t i a PMT for long and narrow
SO (top large plots) 32d BLO (bottom small lots) crystals (sizes
Na was used for tie measurements
shown on graphs)
Scintillation photons undergo, on average, more surface
reflections when readout through the end vs. the side of the
crystal. Thus, for the PMT spectra, the pulse height and energy
resolution degrade as crystal len th increases the width decreases
and for less polished surfaces. %or the PD >ide readout spectra,
light collection pro erties are relatively insensitive to these
crystal parameters. &e text for energy resolution values.
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significant signal to noise gain over the PD side face readout.
This is the case since only a small fraction of the available
scintillation light is collected with end readout. In addition, as
predicted by the simulations, the PD results for pulse height
(photopeak position) and energy resolution are insensitive to
the length and width of the crystal. However, because of the
higher noise shoulder of the PD, the lower energy scatter
continuum is not resolved ("in the noise").
The BGO spectra plotted on a smaller scale on the
bottom of Figure 2 show the PD measured results on top and
that for the PMT underneath for easy comparison. The
corresponding crystal sizes are, from left to right,
1 . 5x 1 . 5 x 1 Omm3, 2x2x10mm3, 2x2x20mm3, and
2x2x30mm3, and the respective energy resolutions at 5 11 keV
are 33, 30, 33, and 30 % FWHM for the side PD readout and
70, 35, 42, and 45 % for the BGO end readout. In all BGO
cases, the energy resolution is superior for the PD side readout
combination. This fact is especially seen for the 1.5 mm wide
ground crystals, where one can barely resolve the photopeak
measured with a PMT from the end. On the other hand, as
predicted from the simulations, the pulse height and energy
resolution are fairly insensitive to both crystal length, width
and surface treatment for side readout.
Because we have the 2x2x10mm3, 2x2x20mm3, and
2 x 2 ~ 3 0 " ~ crystal sizes of BGO, we can directly compare
simulation results of Table 1 with measurements. Figure 3
(top) shows two 22Na spectra measured with the 20 and 30
mm long BGO crystals for side and end readout with a PMT.
There is a clear improvement in light collection with side
readout as seen by the higher photopeak position. For the 10,
20, and 30 mm lengths this improvement was measured to be
23, 26 and 65 %, respectively (bottom). The corresponding
improvement predicted from simulation of polished BGO
crystals was 36, 41, and 98%, respectively. The relatively
large discrepancy between simulated and measured values
might be explained by (1) In the simulations, the crystal face
in contact with the photodetector was always assumed to be
polished. In the measurements, the crystal was pseudo-
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polished/semi-ground at best; (2) The calculation of the
average light collection fraction from the simulation may have
been weighted incorrectly with different points of light
production (depth of interaction). However, the important
point is that both simulations and measurements show side
readout provides a large improvement in light collection
efficiency over end readout, especially for longer and narrower
crystals.
A crucial requirement for a PD readout for PET is that
excellent coincident timing for annihilation gamma rays is
possible. Figure 4 demonstrates that this condition is satisfied
using **Na source irradiation and side readout. A coincidence
timing resolution of 3.5 ns FWHM was measured with the
LSOPMT combination as the TAC Start and the LSO/PD as
a Stop. Even though the CFD threshold was set above the PD
noise shoulder, noise still contaminates the measured results as
seen by the tail on the slow end of the timing spectrum (right
side). Because of this tail, the measured FWTM resolution is
8.3 ns. Fitting a gaussian to the faster (left side) of the peak,
we obtain a resolution of 680 ns FWHM, which one may
roughly interpret as the timing resolution possible with
LSOPMT in both start and stop channels. This compares
fairly well to previous results reported for LSOPMT [ 191.
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Measured coincident timing spectrum. Start:
4x4~10"~ LSO crystal on a PMT. Stop: 2.5x2.5x20mm3LSO
crystal on a photodiode. A coincidence timing resolution of 3.5
ns FWHM was measured indicating good timing capability for PET
with a photodiode readout.
Figure 4.

IV. SUMMARY
BGO (2 k m WID

We have proposed a feasible solid state readout scheme
for
PET
scintillation crystal arrays involving strips of silicon
SIMULATIONS
PIN photodiodes (PD) in between crystal planes. The strips
I I MEASUREMEN
readout the crystals from the large side faces of long and
narrow crystals as opposed to the ends. Because the
photodetector planes are very thin no unusual dead area
between crystals is introduced. The PD cannot be too thin
because the device capacitance, and, therefore, noise increases
with decreasing thickness. We have shown that with the side
20
30
readout of the light, the fraction of the available scintillation
CRYSTAL LENGTH (mm)
Fi ure 3. Top: 22Na s ectra measured with 2x2x20mm3,. and light collected from 5 11 keV interactions is high (>90% for
2~5x30"~ BGO and PKT for side and end readout. See Figure polished LSO) and roughly independent of the crystal length,
legends.
Below: Comparison between simulations and
measurements of light collection improvement of side over end width and surface treatments. This implies that extremely
narrow crystals can be used, for higher detector resolution , if
readout.
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desired. In fact, energy resolution will improve as the PD area
decreases due to a reduction in dark current and capacitive
noise. However, in that case more channels are required to
cover the same area. In addition, there is a limit to this
resolution: if the thickness of the PD becomes a significant
fraction of the crystal width, the dead area fraction of the array
increases. Although we described this new readout scheme for
use in PET, it can be used for any crystal array application.
With the conventional crystal end readout, the light
collected is only a small fraction of that available and is highly
dependent on crystal parameters. We have demonstrated
comparable and, in some cases, better energy resolution
characteristics with scintillation crystals coupled to a PD with
side readout than with a PMT and the standard end readout.
The boost in signal to noise ratio achieved with the side
readout allows the LSO/PD combination to provide excellent
coincident timing resolution. In principal, other types of
reliable solid state detector devices that can be made thin
enough to fit in between planes of scintillation crystal arrays
can be used in this readout scheme (APDs, for example).
We note that the PI9 strips may be coupled one on one to
the crystals rather than using a l-D array of strips as shown in
Figure 1. We also note that if depth of gamma ray interaction
resolving power is desired for the array, each PD strip could, in
principle, be segmented lengthwise. However, this requires
more electronic channels for processing. Another possibility
is segmenting each crystal in the array into two or more
scintillators with different decay time characteristics coupled
lengthwise. Pulse shape discrimination could be then used for
a depth of interaction measurement, similar in principle to that
reported previously [20]. This latter scheme poses no
problems as long as the different scintillators used have
sufficient light yield to be above the noise shoulder of the PD.
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